Lighter Side

The Junk Drawer

I

do all my writing from an office within my
I am working, I make numerous phone
home and that room is off limits to anyone
calls and normally make notations of facts,
without written authorization, a photo ID
quotes, names or phone numbers on any
and a heck of a good reason. If admittance is
scrap of paper within reach. It could be in a
granted, the person must wear a helmet, safety
notebook, on a half a sheet of tablet paper,
shoes and goggles and keep their hands in their
on the back of an envelope or on the curpockets at all times.
rent DirecTV advertisement, which seems
My wife actually refuses to go in my office
to come at least every other day.
and when visitors come to our home, she
As I poured through this mountain of
makes sure the door is closed and locked, with
information, I stared at names and numHAZMAT warnings posted as required. My wife
bers I did not recognize. I knew at one
is a fussy housekeeper and you can literally eat
time, they must have been important, so
off the floor in any room of our home except for
I put them all in a large manila envelope
by John Kasun until I could get a chance to check them
my office, where I must admit it is not even safe
to stand in at times.
out more closely. I will have to spend sevBecause I write about multiple subjects for numerous eral evenings calling names and numbers I do not recognize
magazines, my office is pretty much filled with reference in an attempt to put my life back together. If the information
material, old magazines, scattered newspapers, catalogs and on those scraps of paper was important enough to jot down,
a variety of samples of outdoor gear, including bows, guns, it must be too important to throw away.
deer calls, cameras, boots, clothing, bottles of deer lure, a
With everything pretty much sorted out, the last place
half eaten sandwich and an occasional treestand. Although to look was in my junk drawer. Searching it was like opening
my office may appear disorganized to the untrained eye, up a treasure chest. Right off the bat, I found two watches
I take pride in the fact that I normally know exactly where that were not running and I assumed needed batteries as
everything is located. However, on rare occasions, some- well as an outdated cell phone that no longer worked. A pair
thing does get misplaced, which in turn causes a panic. That of glasses I intended to donate to the Lion’s Club when I got
is exactly what happened recently.
my new glasses over a year ago stared up at me and under
It all started when I suddenly remembered that I had them was a box of address labels that had been voided by the
received the registration for my truck several weeks ago. 911 change three years ago. Bent paper clips were tangled
Time was running out and I needed to get my new stickers with a USB cable for a printer that I had discarded months
installed or I would shortly be driving without the current ago. There were a few old broadheads I had intended to add
registration. I remembered that I had clipped the new reg- to my collection as well as a half dozen different colored
istration for my truck to my wife’s new registration for her Mathews Harmonic Dampers. Suddenly, I spotted a stack of
car, together with the new tags for the boat and canoe as envelopes clipped together, containing all the new vehicle
well as for both the boat and utility trailer. I thought it was registrations, trapped between a stack of computer screen
smart to keep them all together, not thinking that I could also cleaning pads that I couldn’t find last week and an old,
misplace them all together, which is exactly what happened. unmarked hard drive.
I knew I had to go through the office and get organized
My wife had told me to check my junk drawer first and
to find the registrations. The old magazines and newspapers that was about three hours before. I knew she would ask
were the first to go. Next went all the discount coupons for where I found the registrations and I was trapped like a
restaurants that I always think I will use but never do. Harbor mouse with my little paws in the peanut butter jar. All I could
Freight, Lowe’s and Home Depot sale flyers, plus offers from do was smile, look pathetic and hope she felt sorry for me.
local car dealers who wanted my truck because they seemed Unfortunately, that doesn’t always work lately.
to be out of used cars to sell, were next. All of that was easy
Why do we have junk drawers? Do we have so much
to sort, as most had expired in 2013 and 2014. With all of that stuff that we even need a special drawer for our junk? I
gone, I was left with stacks of important personal documents, promised my wife that I would clean up my office and get
like household and business receipts that I should have filed organized. No more panicking and digging through a ton of
a year ago. That was not too hard to handle, as I just stacked papers to find something I need. But the first thing I need to
them up and decided I would file them later. Next was what do is pull all those old magazines, newspapers and notes out
seemed like thousands of scraps of paper, index cards, of the trash to make sure I don’t need any of them for future
loose notebook pages and what looked like a beehive made reference. Maybe I could put the important ones in my junk
out of little yellow Post-It notes. I have to admit that when drawer.
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